PREPOSITIONS

Name: _____________________________
Grade: 5th
Due date: Friday, October 30th, 2015

Prepositions of place

1) The clock is ___________ the wall.
2) The ball is ___________ the table.
3) The cat is ___________ the armchair.
4) The table is ___________ the armchair.
5) The carpet is ___________ the floor.
6) The lamp is ___________ the table.
7) The flowers are ___________ the vase.
8) The table is ___________ the chair and the armchair.

Prepositions
A preposition is a word that tells the position of something

Circle the preposition that matches the picture

grapes  beside  yellow  under  cloud  sad
crown  in  box  bees  flying  over
Santa  trees  above  fire  around  warm

1. The football is ___________ the chair.
2. The cat is ___________ the table.
3. The sofa is ___________ the windows.
4. The girl is ___________ the sofa.
5. The books are ___________ the desk.
6. The TV is ___________ the computer.
7. The computer is ___________ the desk.
8. The girl is ___________ the windows.
Prepositions of movement

About  Above  Across  After  Among  At
Before  Beside  Between  Beyond  By
Down  During  For  From
In  Into  Near  Off  On
Through  To  Toward  Under  Over

1. Kim jumped ___ the pool of water.
2. Peter went ___ the bridge
3. He rode his camel ___ the desert.
4. The ball went ___ the net.
5. He drove the truck ___ the hill.
6. Christopher Columbus sailed ___ the Atlantic Ocean.
7. Carol looked ___ the window.
8. They went ___ the stairs.
9. Roger ran ___ the wall.
10. We drove ___ the tunnel.
11. Rossana walked ___ the street.
12. The airplane flew ___ the city.
Exercise:

Unscramble the Prepositions of Movement to complete the statements.

1. I drew a line (sacrso)____________________ the paper.
2. The baseball went(htgoruh)__________________________ the window.
3. We walked (racsos)____________________ the park.
4. The aircraft flew low (revo)____________________ the lake.
5. They drove (rhohtug)____________________ the city.
6. The dog is running (wtador)____________________ me.
7. I walked (rcasso)____________________ the road.
8. I walked (sapt)____________________ your house.
9. There was a mirror (orve)_____________________ the sink.
10. The hotel is (vore)____________________ the bridge.
11. The bank is (rcasos)____________________ the street.
12. The soldiers marched (tasp)____________________ the monument.
13. The painter was walking (ranoud)____________________ the art gallery.
14. He kicked the ball (wtoadr)____________________ the goal.
15. They chased the rabbit (gurthoh)____________________ the forest.
16. Billy ran (dawort)____________________ his mother when he saw her.
17. The cat jumped (voer)____________________ the dog.
18. You must cross (roev)____________________ the bridge.
19. Walk (spat)____________________ the theater on the right and the bank is on the left.
20. He jumped (rvoe)____________________ the fence.